Youth Programs

Guess the Snowballs in the Jar
Dress up a Snowfriend
Hunting for Toys: Bilingual Scavenger Hunt
Where’s the Yeti?

January

- January 8th - January 21st:
  Home Depot Woodshop Kits (ages 5 & up)
- January 22nd - February 4th:
  Paint Stick Snowfriend

February

- Where’s the Yeti?
- Guess the Character Shadow
- Outstanding Olympians Scavenger Hunt

Grab & Go Crafts

- February 5th - February 18th:
  TP Roll Dragon
- February 20th - March 3rd:
  Build a Bunny

Programs will be all month long in the Children’s Room

For any questions, contact the Children’s Desk at 201 - 387 - 4040
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